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January 3.9, 3.982

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D. C., 20555

Dear Co~sioners =

I

The'Ca'~~a Regional. Water Quality Control Board has just completed over
80hours of heanings on-Diablo Canyon. As part of these hearingsq we received.
test~any and cross-bed PGSE and expert witnesses regarding rhdiation

,. „;.": impacts of Diab3.o Canyon of water quality. The Boa d has requested me to
.. -, commLnzicate to yoLL our concerns

We have serious concerns over the amount of radiation and the considerable
increase in tritium-over-background levels you propose to allow PGSE to
release ta the Pacific Ocean.

We are concerned that you. are allowing the volume of the. cooling water
discharge to justify bypassing treatment levels that would be unacceptable
at other nuclear facilities P3.ease re-examine your proposed, permit to
reduce significantly the radiation releases to Diablo Cove.

Our second main concern is in regards to the 26,000 curies per year of
radiation that you propose to aLlow Diablo Canyon to discharge into the
atmosphere. Since there are many days per year of foggy weather at the
site, we are concerned that a radioactive rain may develop contaminating,
~ater in the vicinity We would appreciate any documentation that you
have regarding radioactive isotope soluability in rain and/or fog. When
questioned on this at our hearing, PGGE officials stated that there are no
operational restrictions concerning weather conditions imposed by the NRC.
Why not? 3:s it necessary to release 26,000 curies of radiation per year?

Our third concern is that the ocean monitoring program for radiation is
. "- ~ not adequate Additional monitoring stations are needed., especially in

the Pismo Beach area.. Also a broider spectrum of shellfish should be
monitored as should sediment in the'r a of the discharge.

We would like to request that a liquid pathway study be completed by
Diablo Canyon, including an evaluation of the consequences of a Class 9
accident. Design and, construction review of Diablo Canyon must include spe-
cific evaluation of piping, sumps, valves, waste storage areas, turbine
building storage areas, etc.

We would appreciate your consideration of our letter, and. an early response.

Very truly yours,

l&RXT P. EVANS
Chairman
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